
Dance to Advance

RM Dance to Advance is the new fun and easy-to-use 
dance mat activity software for use across the curriculum. 
Using visual, kinesthetic and auditory stimuli, RM Dance 
to Advance is an ideal way to challenge and test students’ 
knowledge, while simultaneously supporting Michelle 
Obama’s campaign for healthier lifestyles for our children.

With RM Dance to Advance, students will dance their way 
to greater understanding and concept retention. Select 
from the dozens of included ready-made activities for 
Math, Science, ELA and Social Studies. Create, edit and 
customize your own dance mat activities on any subject or 
topic using text, sound or pictures.

The captivating game format features 1 or 2 player 
capability and allows for single, dual (stepping on 2 
answers at once) or sequential (A then B then C) responses. 
RM Dance to Advance allows students to personalize 
their learning experience by selecting from a range of 
characters, music and background scenes. Even the most 
reluctant learner will want to join in the fun!

RM Dance to Advance comes with two Dance Mats. 
Dance Mats are mats with pressure-sensitive pads that 
act as switches, sending signals to the computer. These 
signals interact with the RM Dance to Advance software, 
rewarding the player for the correct choices.

Students dance their way 
to greater learning

Grades K-8

Key Features

- Exciting game format stimulates children to   

 enthusiastically participate in physical activity

- Stimulating dance activities inspire audio, visual and  

 kinesthetic learners

- Edit and update pre-existing activities using text,  

 sound  and pictures

- 1 or 2 player mode

- Customize player experience with a choice of   

 characters, backgrounds and music

- Select single, multiple or sequential Dance Mat  

 response types

- 3 rounds of increasing difficulty to challenge students

- High score table

- Mac and PC compatible

- No additional software required
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RM Dance to Advance with 2 Dance Mats $297

RM Dance to Advance site license with 4 Dance Mats $947

For more information go to: 
www.rmeducation.com/dancetoadvance


